Saalt
Ushering in a new era for period care
Saalt, a new menstrual care company inspired by real women, has revolutionised period care with a
line of reusable soft silicone cups. The new products give you freedom from the tampon aisle by
saving you tons of money, helping you cut waste and of course make you feel good thanks to the
high quality products.
The cup is worn inside the vagina like a tampon, but collects your period rather than absorbing it.
The Saalt Cup launched into the UK with two sizes and can be worn for up to 12 hours, providing a
healthy and sustainable alternative to tampons and pads.

Why choosing Saalt is a great idea:
● Reusable: One cups lasts 10 years
● Savings: One cup saves around £1,000
● Safe: Hypoallergenic and chemical free
● Reliable: Wear up to 12 hours
● Comfortable: Soft silicone moulds to your shape
● Natural: Naturally non-toxic & odour free. Maintains the body’s natural pH
● A cup for every ‘body’: Saalt cups come in two firmness options (Saalt Cup/Saalt Soft) and
two size options in each (Small/Regular) so there is a perfect fit for all
A superior product, the Saalt Menstrual Cup includes:
● Rounded Cuff: reinforces the seal and keeps its shape to prevent leaks
● Smooth Rim: smooth and strong to hold its shape
● Gentle Bulb Shape: maximises the seal with three contact points
● Soft Grip Hold: helps you get a grip on the cup/life

●
●

Soft Flex System: for easy removal and comfort
Smooth silicone: cups go through cryogenic deflashing for ultimate smoothness and comfort

The Saalt Cup story:
Saalt started with a phone call that founder Cherie made to an aunt in Venezuela. During the call,
she learned that pads and tampons had not been available on store shelves for years. Cherie
immediately thought of her 5 daughters and what she would do if she found herself in the same
situation. The dependence she and others had on disposables kept her up at night and so Saalt was
born.
Fellow founder Amber came up with the name Saalt because it is symbolic of a basic, essential
element. Periods too are a basic and essential part of human life. Cherie and Amber believed the
best approach to period care should be just as distinct, simple and elemental. They created Saalt
with the simple goal to give women an option to care for themselves and others in a better way.
In 2019 Saalt solidified their mission by becoming a certified B Corporation, and committing 2% of
their revenue to donate period care to regions with the most need, and helping fund initiatives in
menstrual health, education, and sustainability.
Happy menstruating to us all.

Saalt Cups and Period Products are available at
Feelunique and Amazon
Saaltco.uk
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